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Samenvatting. 

De faculteit Technische Natuurkunde heeft de beschikking over een 
snel (2.5 Mbaud) local area network, BudgetNet genaamd. De bus
topologie van BudgetNet verbindt de diverse meetcomputersystemen 
van de faculteit met een centrale fileserver. 
Met het huidige communicatieprotocol kan een meetcomputer alleen 
communiceren met de fileserver: Logisch gezien is BudgetNet dus 
een sternetwerk. De fysische busstructuur van BudgetNet maakt 
echter rechtstreekse communicatie tussen twee meetcomputersystemen 
mogelijk, wat van belang is voor onder andere multiprocessor toe
passingen. 
Tijdens het afstudeeronderzoek is een nieuw protocol ontwikkeld 
voor BudgetNet, dat communicatie tussen twee meetcomputersystemen 
onderling mogelijk maakt. 
Het nieuwe communicatieprotocol is geimplementeerd in het monitor
programma van de Microgiant 68000 meetcomputers, in het operating 
system PEP, en in de software van de fileserver (PDP 11/23+}. 
Nadat een BudgetNet device driver volgens VAXIVMS normen ontwik
keld was, is het protocol ook geimplementeerd op de toekomstige 
fileserver (MicroVAX II). 
Gezien de voordelen van het nieuwe communicatieprotocol en de 
succesvolle implementatie ervan op verscheidene systemen, is be
sloten om tegelijk met de MicroVAX fileserver ook het nieuwe pro
tocol te installeren op het faculteitsnetwerk. 
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1. Introduction. 

1.1. History. 

In 1980, in the Department of Physics of the Technica! University 
of Eindhoven a local area network bas been developed as an 
integral part of a distributed data-acquisi tion system used for 
controlling physics experiments. Motivated by scientific interest 
and the wish to be largely independent of any commercial standard 
(which were at that time still evolving) the system evolved. 
The system consists of three main parts: A measurement system on 
the basis of the Motorola 68000 utilizing a double-bus structure 
and intelligent interfaces, a local area network connecting these 
stations with a file server (PDP 11/23) and an operating system, 
allowing the experimenter to measure and control a variety of 
experiments. 
The initia! configuration consistedof a star network and was used 
as resource-sharing of hardware (printers, plotters and disks of 
the file server) and software (the operating system, library 
programs and compilers). 
The ini tial star network had a number of disadvantages: 
-a relatively low transmission rate of 9600 bits/second, 
- a maximum of 22 connections could be made to the file server, 
- the many, long cables that connected the local computers to 

the file server. 
In 1983 the network was operating satisfactory but the limit of 22 
connections was reached. A completely new local area network was 
developed. This network is called BudgetNet. BudgetNet bas a bus 
topology, which can conneet up to 255 computer systems, and bas a 
transmission rate of 2.5 Mbaud. The star topology was satisfactory 
for the purpose of resource-sharing. Therefore the bus topology of 
BudgetNet was used to build a logica! star network. The software 
for this multi-drop topology was completed in the middle of 1985. 
The main breakthrough was in 1986 when the first BudgetNet local 
area network interfaces for the VME bus were succesfully built and 
implemented. Presently (middle of 1987) about 55 measurement 
stations are connected to BudgetNet. 

1.2. BudgetNet. 

BudgetNet is a high speed local area network. The transmission 
medium is a 75 Ohm coa.xial cable. The transmission rate is 2.5 
Mbaud. 
Local area network interfaces, referred to as BudgetNet 
controllers, have been developed for several computer backplanes. 
Any computer using a Q-bus, UNI-bus or VME-bus can be connected to 
BudgetNet. Along the main coa.xial cable a number of tap boxes are 
inserted, to which a BudgetNet controller can be connected by 
means of a station cable. Thus a bus topology is obtained. 
Allocation of the transmission medium is based on the concept of 
cable master. The cable master can communicate wi th any slave 
station. Software determines through a bit in the Control and 
Status Register of the controller which station is cable master. 
At any time, only one station in the network can have the 
mastership. Mastership can be passed from one station to another 
by means of a suitable software protocol. 
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1.3. Developments. 

The number of computers connected to the network increased 
quickly. Also the need of expanding the network resources {more 
file and print servers) and the need of communication between 
computers for mul ti-processing purposes increased. The logica! 
star topology can not establish direct communication between two 
or more computers, which is needed for these expansions. By means 
of a software protocol, which uses the physical bus topology of 
BudgetNet and which establishes the change of mastership from one 
station to another, computers can communicate directly with each 
other. Multiple file and print servers can be installed into the 
network and multi-processing bas been made accessible. 
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2. BudgetNet. 

2.1. OSI model. 

As a first step toward international standardization of various 
protocols. the International Standard Organization {ISO) has 
developed the Reference Model of Open Systems Interconnection {OSI 
model). A characteristic of the OSI model is its hierarchical 
structure. represented as a series of layers. Each layer offers 
certain services to higher layers. thus hiding the exact 
implementation details of lower layers. 
A layer on one machine can communicate wi th the same layer on 
another machine by means of a virtual communication protocol: Data 
are not directly transferred from a layer of one machine to the 
corresponding layer on the other machine: instead. each layer 
passes data and control information to the layer immediately 
below. until the lowest layer is reached. Only at the lowest layer 
actual physical communication takes place with the lowest layer of 
the other machine. The interface between each pair of adjacent 
layers defines primi tive operations and services that the lower 
layer offers to the upper one. The set of layers and protocols is 
called the network architecture. The architecture of the OSI 
model is described by seven layers. as shown in figure 2.1.1. 

7.APPLICATION LAYER 
APPLICATION LAYER PROTaCO 

APPLICATION LAYER -----------
6/7 INTERFACE 

6.PRESENTATION LAYER 
PRESENTATION LAYER PROTOCO 

PRESENTATION LAYER ----------

S.SESSION LAYER SES~ON LAYER PROTOCOL SESSION LAYER ----------
4/5 INTER FACE 

4.TRANSPORT LAYE R TRANSPORT LAYER PROTOCOL TRANSPORT LAYER ---------
3/4 INTERFACE 

3. NETWORK LAYER 
NETWORK LAYER PROTOCOL 

NETWORK LAYER ----------
2/3 INTERFACE 

2.DATALINK LAYER DATALINK LAYER PROTOCOL DATALINK LAYER --------
1/2 INTERFACE 

PHYSICAL LAYER PROTOCOL 
1. PHYSICAL LAYER PHYSICAL LAYER 

figure 2.1.1. The architecture of the OSI reference model. 
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2.2. BudgetNet architecture. 

In this section a description of the BudgetNet architecture is 
given using layers and protoeals as defined by the OSI model. 

2.2.1. The physical layer. 

At the physical layer the unit of information that is transmitted 
or received is a bit and the medium is a coaxial cable, as 
discussed in section 1.2. Fa.ch bit is Manchester II encoded, 
implying that the bit is transmitted as a sequence of two states, 
thus forming a bit cell. 

2.2.2. The data link layer. 

The data link layer deals with transmitting information in packets 
of 20 bits. Two different kind of packets can be distinguished, 
viz. status words and data words. A data word consists of a 3-bit 
sync pattern, 16 data bits {one word) and 1 parity bit. A status 
word consists of a different 3-bit sync pattern, 2 status bits, 8 
address bits and 1 parity bit. The status bits indicate the status 
of the controller, which can be Idle {I), Transmitting {T), 
Receiving {R) or Word count overflow {W). The eight address bits 
indicate the controller station address. All stations receive a 
transmitted status word, but only the controller with the station 
address equal to the station address bits in the status word will 
reply. The encoding, decading and error checking of these words is 
carried out by hardware. 

2.2.3. The network layer. 

At the network layer, blocks of data are transferred as a sequence 
of status and data words. The network layer protocol of the 
BudgetNet controller can be divided into three main modes of 
operation, viz. poll, transmi t & receive, and maintenance. The 
protocol is executed by a state sequencer. For flexibility and 
speed, the state sequencer is hardware coded into an EPROM. 

2.2.3.1. Poll. 

The polling function is executed by one privileged station, the 
cable master, and consists of the consecutive interrogation of all 
stations. The cable master braadcasts an I status word, signalling 
its idle state and the address of a station. If the reply is aT 
status word, polling is stopped. If the reply is anything else, 
the station address is incremented or resetted if the maximum 
station address is reached, and transmission of an I status word 
is repea ted. 
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2.2.3.2. Transmit & receive. 

A message exchange always takes place between the cable master and 
a slave station. Three phases can be distinguished: 
1. The set-up phase is initiated by the master. sending a 

status word to the slave. The set-up phase is completed. 
if the master transmitted aT status word and received aR 
status word. or if the master transmitted aR status word 
and received a T status word from the slave. 

2. The transfer phase starts with the transmitting side 
( either master or slave) activating i ts DMA circuitry. 
reading the message data word by data word. The 
transport-layer protocol initializes the DMA registers of 
both transmitting and receiving side. as will bedescribed 
in section 2.2.4. The receiving side stores the data words 
in memory under DMA control. With each DMA cycle. the word 
count is incremented. The receiving and transmitting side 
stop its DMA processes if the word count overflows. This 
concludes the transfer phase. 

3. The reporting phase is started by sending a W status word. 
after the transmitter has sent the last data word. If the 
receiving controller replies with a W status word (if no 
errors occurred). the transmitter then sends an I status 
word to mark the end of a transaction. If something went 
wrong during the transaction. the relevant error bits in 
the Control and Status Register are set. 

2.2.3.3. Maintenance 

BudgetNet has several maintenance functions to test the controller 
functions outside the network. 

2.2.4. The transport layer. 

The lowest three layers of BudgetNet are implemented in hardware. 
Software can communicate with the hardware via several registers. 
The prograJIIIling model of the BudgetNet hardware is described in 
detail in section 2.3. 
The transport layer accepts data from the session layer. splits 
these up into smaller packets. and passes them to the network 
layer. 
The BudgetNet transport-layer protocol uses the prograJIIIling model 
of the hardware to transmi t and receive packets. The protocol 
initializes the DMA registers and starts a new operation by 
setting function-specific bits in the Control and Status Register 
of the BudgetNet controller. The protocol also de termines which 
station is cable master. and how mastership can be passed from one 
station to another. The implementation of a mastership-passing 
transport-layer protocol is discussed in chapter 4. 

2.2.5. The Session layer. 

The session layer is the user interface to the network. The 
BudgetNet session layer is part of the operating system. A user 
command is split up into smaller packages. and is passed to the 
transport layer. A detailed description of the operating system 
goes beyond the scope of this article. 
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2.2.6. The presentation and application layer. 

Operating system commands allow a user to communicate wi th an 
other computer in the network. These commands, which are split up 
into smaller packets in the lower layers, shield the user both 
from operating system specific functions and from network specific 
functions. 

OSI layer 

617 

4 TTM 
master 
request 

RFM 
master 
grant 

SAVE_FILE 

TTSW TTSW TTSW 
acknow- header data-
ledge field 

TTSW RFM RFM RFM 
master master acknow- header data-
request grant ledge field 

3 T status word 

2 3 bits sync 16 data bits 1 parity bit 

figure 2.2.1. 

1 
bit· sequence of 2 states (Manchester TI I 

Tree diagram of BudgetNet. The unit of information 
of a specific layer of the OSI model is split up 
into several smaller packages, which form the unit 
of information of the OSI layer immediately below. 

2.3. The programming model of the BudgetNet hardware. 

In this section the programming model of the BudgetNet Q-bus 
controller will be discussed. Though not essential, e.g. VME-bus 
controllers differ only in minor details from this description. 
The present Q-bus description essentially applies to all BudgetNet 
controllers. 
A BudgetNet controller has four word registers: A Bus Address 
Register {BAR), a Word Count Register {WCR), a Control and Status 
Register {CSR) and a Multiplexer Register {MUX). The Bus Address 
Register is a 16-bit read/write register that holds the address of 
the next DMA operation. After each DMA cycle the BAR is 
incremented by two, thus pointing to the next word. The Word Count 
Register is a 16-bit read/write register which holds the number of 
words to be transferred as a negative number. The WCR is 
incremented after each DMA cycle. The different bits of the 
Control and Status Register will bedescribed in paragraph 2.3.1. 
The Multiplexer Register consists of two bytes, each with a 
different function. The low order byte holds the station address. 
The high order byte contains extension bits to the BAR. 
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2.3.1. The Control and Status Register. 

The Control and Status Register of the BudgetNet controller holds 
16 bits of various nature, as shown in figure 2.3.1.1. The 
specific function of each bit is described in table 2.3.1.1. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

ERR NXM OOL PER BAD X1 xo STP RDY IE F3 F2 F1 1 FO GO 

figure 2.3.1.1. The BudgetNet Controt and Status Register 

Bit Name Function 

15 ERR Error flag, set if NXM,OOL,PER or BAD 
14 NXM Non existing memory 
13 OOL Collision 
12 PER Parity error 
11 BAD Protocol or transmission error 
10 X1 Read only, interna.l status 
9 xo Read only, interna.l status 
8 STP Abort current operation and set ERR.BAD and RDY 
7 RDY Ready, if IE is set an interrupt is generated 
6 IE Interrupt ena.ble 
5 F3 Function bit 3 
4 F2 Function bit 2 
3 F1 Function bit 1 
2 1 Al ways reads as 1 
1 FO Function bit 0 
0 GO Start a new operation, clears RDY and error bits 

tabte 2.3.1.1. The function of each bit of the Controt and Status 
Register 

The Control and Status Register bas four function bits. These 
function bits can be used to program different controller 
functions, which will be described below: 
- RFM - Receive from master: 

When polled by the master, the controller will receive a 
block of data until word count overflow, if the master is 
in transmitting state. 

- TTM- Transmit to master: 
When polled by the master, the controller will transmit a 
block of date until word count overflow, if the master is 
in receiving state. 

- TTS - Transmit to slave: 
The controller acts as cable master. The data block is 
transmitted if the addressed slave is in receiving state. 
If the slave is not in receiving state, RDY and BAD will 
be set. 
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- TTSW- Transmit to slave, wait till slave ready: 
The controller acts as cable master. The data block will 
be transmi tted when the addressed slave is in rece1v1ng 
state. If the addressed slave station is not in receiving 
state, the controller delays transmission of the data 
block until the state of the slave station is changed into 
receiving. 

-SAS - Seek a slave ready to transmit: 
The controller acts as cable master. If the slave station, 
whose address is in the MUX register, is in transmitting 
state, RDY is set. If not, the address in the MUX register 
is incremented by one, and the same action is taken again. 

- RFS - Receive from slave: 
The controller acts as cable master. lf the addressed 
slave is in transmitting state, a data block will be 
received until word count overflow. 

- Maintenance Modes: 
The controller has several maintenance modes to test the 
interface outside the network. 
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3. Transport-layer protocol. 

Allocation of the transmission medium of BudgetNet is based on the 
concept of cable master. This cable master can cormrunicate 
directly with any slave station. Software determines through a bit 
in the Control and Status Register of the controller which station 
is cable master. 
Mainly two different concepts of implementing a transport-layer 
protocol can be distinguished in a master/siave network with a bus 
topology: 
l.Mastership can not be passed. 

The transport-layer protocol determines which station is 
cable master. This cable master polls all slave stations 
whether they want to transmit a message. The message can 
only be transmitted to the cable master. 

2.Mastership can be passed. 
The transport-layer protocol determines not only which 
station is cable master, but also in which way mastership 
can be obtained by a slave station. Messages can only be 
transmitted by the cable master, hence any station can be 
addressed. 

A disadvantage of a mastership-passing transport-layer protocol is 
the relatively difficult software, compared to the software needed 
to implement a protocol by which mastership can not be passed. The 
software is more difficult, because messages must be provided in 
the protocol by means of which mastership can be passed from one 
station to another, and because a network wi tb precisely one 
master must be guaranteed at any time. Another disadvantage is the 
impossibility to proteet all stations from switching off power or 
explicitly (re)set bits in the Control and Status Register, which 
could cause e.g. a network without a cable master even though the 
mastership-passing transport-layer protocol is correct. 
A transport-layer protocol by means of which mastership can not be 
passed has the following disadvantages: 
- The possibilities of communication are limited. A slave station 

can only communicate with the cable master. 
-No flexibility exists in expanding the network with multiple 

file and print servers. 
- No uniformity: the software protocol is different for master and 

slave. 
- The network is dependent on one computer. 
The advantages of a transport-layer protocol by means of which 
mastership can be passed are: 
- The possibilities of communication are enlarged. Any station can 

become cable master and directly address any other station. 
- Flexibility: multiple file and print servers can be installed in 

the network. These can be directly addressed by any station. 
- The transport-layer protocol is uniform for all computers. 
- The network is not dependent on one computer. 
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4. lmplementation of a .astership-passing tr.ansport-layer 
protocol. 

A mastership-passing transport-layer protocol bas been implemented 
in BudgetNet because of the advantages described in the previous 
chapter. A more detailed description follows in this chapter. 

4. 1 . Messages. 

In the virtual transport-layer protocol, the unit of information 
by means of which two computers can communicate is a message. Two 
types of messages can be distinguished: 
- Jhta messages, and 
- Synchronization messages. 

4.1.1. Jhta messages. 

The length of a message bas to be lmown because data transport is 
on DMA basis. Because not all data messages have the same length, 
a data message consists of two parts: a header of fixed length, 
and a datafield with variabie length. The first word of the header 
contains the length of the datafield following the header. A data 
message can be sent when a station is cable master; only a slave 
station can receive data messages. 

4.1.2. Synchronization messages. 

Before a data message can be sent a station must be cable master. 
To obtain mastership, a station can transmit and receive 
synchronization messages. Three kinds of synchronization messages 
can be distinguished: 
I. Masterrequest: 

11. 

111. 

A slave station can request mastership by transmi tting a 
message to the cable master. The 

is sent when the station is polled by the 
masterrequest 
masterrequest 
master. 

Mastergrant: 
The cable 
mastergrant 
mastership. 

Aclmow 1 edge: 

master passes mastership 
to the slave station 

by 
that 

sending a 
requested 

After having received a mastergrant, the new cable master 
sends an aclmowledge message to the old master, indicating 
that the masterrequest was received correctly. The data 
message, for which mastership bas been requested, can now 
be transmi tted. 
The error bits in the Control and Status Register are not 
the appropriate criterion to look at to establish whether 
a message is transmitted or received correctly: If in the 
reporting phase a status word is lost in transit, the 
transmitter may indicate an error while the receiver shows 
success. This can eg. result in a network without a cable 
master, if the master transmitted the mastergrant without 
the error bits set, while the slave received the message 
with some error bits set. If the master transmitted the 
mastergrant with any error bits set and the slave received 
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the message without errors, a network wi th two cable 
masters results. The problem described above, caused by 
the fact that a transmitting station can never inspeet the 
error bits of the receiving station can not be solved by 
transmi tting addi tiona.l messages. because the same problem 
applies to each of those messages. In order to guarantee a 
network wi th precisely one cable master, this problem is 
solved in a different way. 
A network wi th at most one master can be guaranteed by 
looking at the Word Count Register of the master. lf this 
Word Count Register does not overflow, a slave station can 
never receive a correct mastergrant and thus never become 
cable master. Therefore the cri terion for the master to 
become slave is word count overflow, even if the error 
bits in the Control and Status Register are set. 
In order to elimina.te a network without a cable master, 
the aclmowledge message is required. If the mastergrant 
was received correctly. the new master sends an 
aclmowledge to the old master. The old master will receive 
this message within timeout time and remains slave. If the 
mastergrant was not received correctly by the requesting 
slave, the old master will not receive an aclmowledge 
wi thin timeout time and becomes cable master again. The 
error bits in the Control and Status Register, which are 
set in the reporting phase, are not considered when the 
aclmowledge message is received. 

4.2. Default states. 

Whenever an error or timeout occurs, a station defaul ts to a 
stabie state. This stabie state is characterized as a state in 
which timeout checking is disabled and referred to as a default 
state. Two different default states can be distinguished, one for 
the cable master, and one for a slave station. 

4.2.1. Polling. 

Default state for the cable master is polling {SAS = seek a slave 
ready to transmit). The cable master polls all slave stations, to 
check whether they want to transmit a masterrequest. If a slave 
sends a valid masterrequest message, mastership is passed by 
sending back a mastergrant message. If the master wants to 
transmi t a data message, the polling state is aborted, and the 
data message is sent. lf in any state an error or timeout occurs. 
polling is restarted at the station that follows the one at which 
the polling state was left. This mechanism ena.bles other computers 
in the network to obtain mastership. 

4.2.2. Receive a header. 

Default state for a slave station is receive a header {RFM{header) 
= receive from master {header) ). A slave station is always ready 
to receive the header of a data message. If a slave wants to 
transmit a data message, the default state will be aborted, and 
mastership is requested by sending a masterrequest. Returning to 
the state RFM{header) allows the cable master to send data 
messages to any s lave. 
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4.3. Example of communication. 

Consider the following configuration: station 1 is cable master; 
2,3 and 4 are slave stations. Station 2 wants to transmit a data 
message to station 1 and expects an answer back. Station 3 wants 
to transmit a data message to station 4. In figure 4.3.1. this 
situation is outlined. When an operation completes (i.e. the 
RDY-bit is set in the Control and Status Register) an interrupt is 
generated if the IE- bit is set. The interrupts are denoted in the 
text between curly braces. 
Since the same transport-layer protocol applies to all stations, 
the description of the sequence of states at one station may serve 
as a typical example of communication. 

The sequence of states of station 2 is explained below: 

- receive from master (header): 
Default state for a slave station. At the moment a slave 
wants to transmi t a data message, this state can be 
aborted {SO}. 

- transmit tomaster (masterrequest): 
At the moment the slave station is polled by the cable 
master, themasterrequest is sent {S2}. 

- receive from master (mastergrant): 
After ha.ving sent the masterrequest, a mastergrant is 
received {S3}, and the station becomes cable master. 

- transmit to slave (acknowledge): 
First thing to do for the new cable master is to send back 
an acknowledge to the old master {MO}. 

- transmit to slave (header): 
Now the data message can be sent. The first part of a data 
message is the header, specifying the leng tb of the 
datafield to follow {M1}. 

- transmit to slave (datafield}: 
The second part of the data message is transmi tted {M2}. 

- seek a slave ready to transmit: 
After the data message bas been sent, the cable master 
starts polling again, allowing other computers to obtain 
mastership. This is the default state for the cable 
master. When a slave is polled tha.t wants to transmi t a 
masterrequest, the polling state is left {M3}. 

- receive from slave (masterrequest): 
Af ter the poll ing state is leaved, a masterrequest message 
from a slave is received {M4}. 

- transmit to slave (mastergrant): 
lf the masterrequest was valid, a mastergrant is 
transmitted to the slave tha.t requested mastership {M5}. 
The station becomes slave. 

- receive from master (acknowledge): 
An acknowledge is expected from the new master {S*}. 

- receive from master (header): 
The station returns to the default state fora slave. When 
a master addresses this slave station, the header of a 
data message can be received {SO}. 

- receive from master (datafield}: 
The datafield of the data message is received {S1}. 

- receive from master (header): 
The station returns to its default state again. 
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figure 4.3.1. 

Vl 

= polling phase in master mode 

- master mode 
slave mode 

--.time 

Timing diagram of the example of error-free 
communication. After station 2 has transmitted its 
data message to station 1, i t wai.ts for an answer. 
In this waiting time station 3 can already 
transmit its data message to station 4, without 
having to wait for station 1 to send back the 
answer to station 2. 
(msrq = masterrequest, msgr = mastergrant, ach. = 
achnowledge, hdr = header, data= datafield) 

4.4. Errors and Timeouts. 

The communication as described in section 4.3. is essentially 
error-free. In practice however, coiii11Unication is never without 
errors, even if the protocol can be proven to be correct. 
Therefore the transport-layer protocol must provide for a 
mechanism to detect and correct errors. 
An error is detected if the ERR-bi t in the Control and Status 
Register is set. An error can be Non Existing Memory (NXM-bit), 
OOLlision (OOL-bit), Parity ERror (PER-bit) or a protocol error 
(BAD-bit). 
When an error (but not a collision) is detected, the same 
operation is retried. If a maximum number of retries bas occurred, 
the state is changed to default state. 
A collisionerror can occur in only one special situation that can 
not be dealt wi tb by retrying. Therefore i t bas to be handled 
separately in the protocol. A collision occurs if the cable master 
wants to transmit a data message to a slave station that at the 
same time requests mastership. When a collision error is detected 
by a slave station, the same operation is not retried, but the 
slave changes its state to receive from master (header). The slave 
station first receives the data message from the master, and after 
that repeats its the masterrequest. 
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A timeout is a special kind of error condition. For each state, 
except the default states, a specific timeout time is defined. If 
within this time the operation is not completed (i.e. no interrupt 
occurred). the BudgetNet interface is stopped by setting the 
STP-bit in the Control and Status Register. The state is changed 
to default state. 

4.5. The state diagram. 

In the state diagram (figure 4.5.1.) all possible states and 
transitions between states of the mastership-passing 
transport-layer protocol are sketched. Table 4.5.1. describes the 
conditions which cause a specific transition of states. 

figure 4 .5.1. The state diagram. Normal state trans i tf.ons are 
indicated by straight lf.nes. Errors and tf.meouts 
cause transitions indicated by curued lines. 
Exceptions (section 4.6.) are indicated by dashed 
lf.nes. The conditf.ons for state transf.tions are 
described in table 4.5.1. 
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In i tial state 

ITSW(header) 

TISW(datafield) 

Final state 

TISW(datafield) 
TISW(header) 
SAS 

SAS 
TISW(header) 
SAS 

SAS RFS(masterrequest) 
SAS 
TISW(header) 
RFM(header) 

RFS(masterrequest) TISW(mastergrant) 
SAS 
TISW(header) 

TISW(mastergrant) RFM(acknowledge) 

RFM(acknowledge) 

RFM(header) 

RFM{datafield) 

TIM(masterrequest) 

RFM(mastergrant) 

TISW(header) 

SAS 

RFM(header) 
SAS 

RFM{datafield) 
TIM(masterrequest) 
RFM(header) 

TISW(header) 

RFM{header) 
RFM(header) 

TIM(masterrequest) 

RFM(mastergrant) 
RFM(header) 

TTM(masterrequest) 

TISW(acknowledge) 
RFM(header) 

Conditions 

no error 
error 
timeout or maximum number of retries 
reached 

no error 
error 
timeout or maximum number of retries 
reached 

no error 
error and no data message to transmit 
error and a data message to transmtt 
more than one cable master -> become 
slave 

no error 
error and no data message to transmit 
error and a data message to transmtt 

word count overflow -> become slave 
no word count overflow and a data message 
to transmt t 
no word count overflow and no data 
message to transmtt 

no timeout 
timeout -> become master again 

no error and no data message to transrolt 
data message to transroltand no colliston 
error,ttmeout or maximum number of 
retrtes reached 
no cable master -> become master 

no error and no data message to transrolt 
error, ttmeout, or maximum number of 
retrtes reached 
no error and a data message to transmit 

no error occurred 
colltston error, timeout or maximum 
number of retrtes reached 
error and no colltsion 

word count overflow -> become master 
timeout or maximum number of retries 
reached 

TTM(masterrequest) no word count overflow or illegal 
mastergrant 

TISW(acknowledge) TISW(header) 
SAS 

No timeout 
timeout 

tabte 4.5.1. State transition conditions. 
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4.6. Specific implementation details. 

cyclic polling and station addresses. 

All stations should have equal opportunity to obtain 
mastership. Therefore i t is important that the stations 
are polled in a cyclic way. When the master is in the 
state SAS (seek a slave ready to transmit), the hardware 
guarantees that stations are polled in a cyclic way. The 
master default state can be aborted, ei ther by a slave 
that wants to transmit a masterrequest or by the master 
that wants to transmit a data message. When the polling 
state is aborted by a masterrequest from a slave, the 
station address at which polling is stopped (i.e. the 
slave station address) is sent from the old master to the 
new one in the mastergrant message. Thus a slave station 
knows bis own station address after having received a 
mastergrant message, and knows where to start polling 
again. When the polling state is aborted by the master 
that wants to transmi t a data message, the station address 
at which polling stopped is remembered. After having sent 
the data message, polling is restarted at the incremented 
station address. 

Exceptions. 

Two kind of exceptions can be distinguished and traps have 
been implemented to deal with these situations. It should 
be emphasized that the transport-layer protocol described 
above essentially eliminates the following two situations. 
However, it is always possible to (re)set explicitly a bit 
in the Control and Status Register, thus eliminating the 
master function from the network, or creating as ma.ny 
masters as one wishes. 
- No cable master: 

In a network without a cable master, no 
communication is possible. A slave station that 
wants to transmit a masterrequest will always get 
a timeout, and return to its default state 
(RFM(header)). When a maximum number of times a 
timeout error occurs on transmi tting a 
masterrequest, the station becomes cable master. 

- More than one cable master: 
When there are more than one cable masters in the 
network, there are also no possibilities for 
communication. When one of the masters tries to 
transmit a data message to a slave station, this 
master will be polled by the o ther master ( s) , 
which will transmit status words onto the cable. 
There is not only exchange of status and data 
words between one master and one slave, but also 
the other master(s) will braadcast status words 
onto the cable. Characteristic in the implemented 
mastership-passing transport-layer protocol for a 
situation with more than one cable master is a lot 
of interrupts in a very short time: the polling 
state is stopped, an error occurs, and polling is 
started again. If such a situation is detected by 
one of the masters, this station becomes slave. 
This process will continue until one cable master 
remains. 
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5. Perf or.ance. 

The transmission rate of BudgetNet is 2.5 Mbaud or 0.4 ~s per bit 
cell. Transmission of one data word takes S ~s. One data word 
consists of 16 data bits, thus transmission of one data bit takes 
0.5 ~s. 
The time T to transmi t N data bits can be defined as the 
transmission time per bit multiplied by the number of bits plus an 
overhead time T : 

0 

T = 0.5 N + T 
0 

(in ~s} (5.1.} 

The effective transmission rate T can be defined as the number of 
data bits N divided by the timeT to transmit N data bits: 

T = 
N 

T 
= 

N 

0.5 N + T 
0 

(in Mbaud} (5.2.} 

The effective transmission rate is a measure for the performance 
of BudgetNet. 

Theoretically, the maximum performance of BudgetNet is 2.0 million 
data bits per second, which is reached when T = 0. In practice 

0 

however, this maximum wi 11 never be reached because always an 
overhead time exists. 
The minimum overhead time for transmitting a message consists of 
the time to initialize the BudgetNet registers, the time to 
exchange status words in the set-up and reporting phase of the 
network layer protocol, and the time to activate the DMA 
circuitry. 
The effective transmission rate is measured as a function of 
message length wi th minimum overhead, thus maximum performance. 
The results are outlined in figure 5.1. 
The minimum overhead time per message can be calculated from the 
figure inset using: 

lim 
N-() 

dT 

dN 
= 

1 

T 
0 

The minimum overhead is about 2 ms. 

(5.3.) 

The performance of BudgetNet decreases whenever a transport-layer 
protocol is used because the software overhead time increases. The 
performance of the mastership-passing transport-layer protocol as 
a function of message length is also shown in figure 5.1. The 
figure demonstrates that the performance of BudgetNet can be 
increased by using larger data messages. 
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figure 5.1. 

_ __...., MESSAGE LENGTH (words) 

Performance of BudgetNet. The transmission rate is 
outlined as a function of message length for the 
case of maximum performance (solid Une) and uhen 
a mastership-passing transport-layer protocol is 
used (dashed Une). The figure inset shows the 
curve for the case of maximum performance for 
smalt message lengths. 
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6. Concluding rme.rks. 

The mastership-passing transport-layer protocol described in 
section 4 bas been successfully implemented in the BudgetNet 
architecture for a measurement station on the basis of the 
Motorola 68000 (using a VME-bus), a PDP-11 {Q-bus) and a MicroVAX 
(Q22-bus). The possibilities for communication are enlarged 
because any station can directly address any other station. 
BudgetNet can now be enriched with several print and file servers. 
Multiprocessing bas been made accesible. The reliability increased 
because the network is not dependent any more on just one 
computer. 
The BudgetNet architecture can be described using layers and 
protoeals as defined by the OSI reference model (section 2.2.). 
Therefore the software changes at the transport layer could be 
made without affecting other layers. 
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